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Abstract
Recently, there has been considerable interest in skinning circles and spheres. In this paper we present a simple algorithm for
skinning circles in the plane. Our novel approach allows the skin to touch a particular circle not only at a point, but also along a
whole circular arc. This results in naturally looking skins. Due to the simplicity of our algorithm, it can be generalised to branched
skins, to skinning simple convex shapes in the plane, and to sphere skinning in 3D. The functionality of the designed algorithm is
presented and discussed on several examples.
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to an interesting geometric operation,
the operation of skinning. Skinning is a construction of a Gk
(C k ) continuous interpolation curve/surface of an ordered sequence of planar or spatial shapes (most often of the same type
such as circles and spheres). This operation can be viewed as a
particular analogy to the well-known interpolation of point data
sets, which is one of the most crucial techniques in Computer
Aided Geometric Design, cf. [1] and the references therein.
Due to its technical importance, skinning has attracted the geometric modelling community in recent years and one can find
several papers on this topic, see e.g. [2–4]. This type of interpolatory skinning is not to be confused with skinning in graphics
applications such as [5].
Circles and spheres belong among the most used input
shapes for skinning, as these objects and their skins play an important role in various applications, e.g. computational chemistry, molecular biology, computer animation, and modelling of
tubular surfaces, cf. [6, 7]. In a discrete sense, skinning can
be regarded as a part of the problem of computing envelopes
of families of circles/spheres using the cyclographic mapping
[8, 9]. Skinning is also closely related to representing shapes
with the help of the associated medial axis/surface transforms
[10–15] and the theory of canal and pipe surfaces [16–18].
The problem of skinning is defined and solved ambiguously
in the literature: for a given configuration of input shapes, there
exist infinitely many potential solutions. For instance, several
techniques exist that skin a molecular model, producing a C 1
continuous surface of high quality. These methods take a cloud
of circles/spheres as input and their connectivity is decided automatically based on Voronoi and Delaunay complexes, see

[19–21]. In contrast, our input is a connected system of input
shapes and the resulting skin respects the input connectivity.
Some authors impose additional conditions on skin constructions, e.g. minimal surface area or minimal mean curvature [3].
Others prefer simplicity of skinning algorithms; our approach
belongs to this category. For instance, an elegant and purely geometric method based on constructing Apollonius circles [22]
has been used recently for finding skin touching points on input circles/spheres [4]. Furthermore, different algorithms use
different admissible input data sets [23].
All the techniques mentioned above assume that the skin
touches each of the input planar (spatial) shapes at two points
(along a curve). Our main motivation is to design a simple and
efficient algorithm which allows skins to consist also of parts
of the boundaries of the input shapes. In our opinion, this introduces an intuitive physical interpretation of skinning which
simulates enclosing a sequence of planar shapes by a rubber
band (i.e., a generalisation of a spline in the original sense). On
the other hand, the modelling adaptivity of our method (i.e., the
use of weights) enables the user to shrink the arcs to points (or
spherical parts to curves) and thus to obtain a skin in the usual
sense. In addition, the simplicity of our algorithm enables us
to generalise it directly to the construction of branched skins,
to skinning simple convex shapes in the plane, and to sphere
skinning in 3D.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. After introducing our approach to skinning and basic definitions in Section 2,
we introduce our skinning algorithm in Section 3. Examples of
the basic algorithm are presented in Section 4, examples of its
generalisations are shown in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss the novelty of our approach, and we conclude the paper in
Section 7.
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Figure 2: Three consecutive circles ci−1 , ci , ci+1 of C, the contact points
on them, and the interpolating splines between them.

For each circle ci ∈ C, we define its right contact arc ai =
Ad
B
i i , Ai ≺ci Bi , as an arc on ci along which the skin branch is
to touch it; see Fig. 2. These arcs are allowed to degenerate
into points (i.e., Ai = Bi for some or all i). The computation of
these points is discussed in detail in Section 3.1. Our approach
generalises previous definitions of skins [2, 4].
A G1 skin branch B(C) of an admissible sequence C of circles is a G1 spline such that

Figure 1: Non-admissible sequences of circles. Top: The circles in red
violate condition (i). Bottom: The circle in red violates condition (ii)
in (1).

2. Preliminaries
We recall some elementary notions and address the circle skinning problem. In the following sections this problem
will be generalised to other convex shapes in the plane and to
spheres in space.
We start by defining our notation. We denote c a positively
oriented circle in the plane parametrised such that when travelling along the circle one always has its interior to the left, and
d the corresponding disk whose boundary is c. Analogously, in
what follows, positive orientation is always considered in the
anticlockwise sense. Furthermore, when speaking about tangents and tangent vectors of circles, we assume that their orientation follows the anticlockwise orientation of the circles.
Following [4], we call a sequence C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn },
n ∈ N, of (oriented) circles admissible (see Fig. 1) if the corresponding sequence of disks D = {d1 , d2 , . . . , dn } satisfies the
conditions:
S
(i) di 1 nj=1, j,i d j , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},

B(C) = B1 γ2 a2 . . . an−1 γn An ,

(2)

where γi interpolates Bi−1 and Ai . The other (left) branch of
the skin of C is obtained by reversing the sequence and denoted
B(−C). Note that the orientation of the input circles remains
unchanged. The union of both branches, i.e., B(C) ∪ B(−C),
is then called the skin of C and denoted S(C). Note that our
definition of G1 should be understood as at least G1 .
In the case when a contact arc degenerates to a point, the
spline is required to be tangent to its corresponding circle at that
point; see Fig. 2. Thus, the construction of a skin is reduced to
the construction of contact arcs (or points) and the selection of a
desired spline continuity and type (e.g., cubics, bi-arcs, G-code,
rational quadratics).
To cover the majority of various input scenarios we adopt
the following additional conventions. If condition (i) is not satisfied, we can simply omit the corresponding ci in C; see Fig. 3,
top. In the case that condition (ii) is violated, one can still construct a generalised skin. We skip each circle ci on one side of
the skin when only one of the intersection points of ci−1 and ci+1
lies outside of ci ; see Fig. 3, bottom. This is equivalent to the
condition that the radical centre of the three consecutive circles
ci−1 , ci , ci+1 lies inside of the middle one, used in [4]. However,
we prefer to avoid this description as we aim to generalise our
approach to more general convex shapes later.

(ii) di−1 ∩ di+1 , ∅ ⇒ di−1 ∩ di+1 ⊂ di .

(1)
The relation X ≺c Y between two points X and Y on
c reflects the direction of the parameter along c (considered
c denotes the
wrapped around when necessary). The symbol XY
oriented arc on c delimited by the points X, Y such that X ≺c Y.
c ⊂ c is defined by the property
The midpoint Z of the arc XY
•
c
Z ∈ XY, kX − Zk = kZ − Yk, and denoted Z = X ⌢c Y.
We now define the operation of skinning. Somewhat unconventionally, we first define only one branch of the skin of C, the
one on the right; see the green curve in Fig. 2. This branch is
denoted by B(C) and called the skin branch of C. The reason
for this approach becomes apparent in Section 5.2, where we
generalise the linear sequence C of input circles to a branched
system of circles.

3. Skinning algorithm
In this section we present our approach to skinning admissible sequences of circles in the plane. For the sake of simplicity and to allow generalisations, the algorithm does not rely on
properties and methods which are special for circles only (such
as Apollonius circles).
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Figure 3: Generalised skins: the situations from Fig. 1 when certain
additional conventions on conditions (i) and (ii) in (1) are adopted.
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3.1. Points or arcs of contact
Since our method determines points or arcs of contact locally, we only consider three consecutive circles ci−1 , ci , ci+1 ,
i = 2, . . . , n − 1, at a time. Moreover, in what follows the sym•
bols ≺ and ⌢ correspond to ci .
Our algorithm makes use of right outer bitangents ti−1 with
touching points Pi−1 ∈ ci−1 and Qi ∈ ci , and ti with touching
points Pi ∈ ci and Qi+1 ∈ ci+1 ; see Fig. 4. The ordering Pi−1 Qi ,
Pi Qi+1 reflects the oriented contact of the circles and the right
bitangents. We want to find the maximal part of the arc on ci delimited by the points Qi and Pi not contained in the interiors of
di−1 or di+1 . For this reason, we consider the intersection points
(if they exist as real points) of the circles ci−1 , ci and ci , ci+1 . The
intersections corresponding to the right branch are Ni ∈ ci−1 ∩ ci
and Ni+1 ∈ ci ∩ ci+1 ; see Fig. 4.
Now we compute Ai , Bi on ci , the end points of touching
arcs, as follows:
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Figure 4: The circles ci−1 , ci , ci+1 and the right outer bitangents ti−1 , ti . Various
configurations are shown.

• if Pi ∈ di−1 then Vi = Ni
else Vi = Pi ,
3.2. Skin construction
With the contact points or arcs ai from the previous section assigned to each ci , we are now ready to construct both
branches of the skin. To this end we construct interpolants γi ,
i = 1, . . . , n − 1 of (2). For the sake of simplicity, we chose to
use Bézier/Fergusson cubics as interpolants γi . Their endpoints
are Bi−1 and Ai and their corresponding tangent vectors are fi−1
(tangent to ci−1 ) and ei (tangent to ci ). Their magnitudes are
given by

• if Qi ∈ di+1 then Ui = Ni+1
else Ui = Qi ,
• if Ui  Vi then Ai = Ui , Bi = Vi
•
else Ai = Ui ⌢ Vi = Bi .
We emphasise that the arcs given by Ui and Vi give all ad•
missible touching points for the skin. Our choice Ui ⌢ Vi
is only one possible and natural solution. This choice can be
replaced by any other inner point of the arc when needed by
additional modelling (or aesthetic) requirements or by an optimisation algorithm (see also the discussion about introducing
weights at the end of Section 4).
Moreover, the first and last circles in the input need to be
treated separately. The skin end points on these circles are set
to the touching points of the constructed outer bitangents.

if Ai = Bi then kei k = 2kAi − Ui k = k fi k = 2kBi − Vi k,
else kei k = 2kAi − Ui−1 k, k fi k = 2kBi − Vi+1 k.

(3)
These magnitudes reflect the mutual position of the input circles, their radii, and admissible range for contact on each circle; see Fig. 2. Also, the interpolant γi degenerates to a line
3

Algorithm 1 Skin branch computation
Input: C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , cn } (an admissible sequence)
Output: B(C) = B1 γ2 a2 . . . an−1 γn An (the right skin branch)
1: Construct outer right bitangents ti of the circles ci and ci+1
with the touching points Pi ∈ ci and Qi+1 ∈ ci+1 . All evaluations and assignments are done for all i.
2: if ci−1 ∩ ci , ∅ then
3:
Ni = ci−1 ∩ ci ∩ Pd
i Qi
4: end if
5: if Pi ∈ di−1 then
6:
Vi = Ni
7: else
8:
Vi = Pi
9: end if
10: if Qi ∈ di+1 then
11:
Ui = Ni+1
12: else
13:
U i = Qi
14: end if
15: if U i  Vi then
16:
Ai = U i , Bi = Vi
17: else
•
18:
Ai = U i ⌢ Vi = Bi
19: end if
20: if Ai = Bi (with ei , fi the tangent vectors of ci at Ai , Bi ,
respectively) then
21:
kei k = 2kAi − Ui k = k fi k = 2kBi − Vi k
22: else
23:
kei k = 2kAi − Ui−1 k, k fi k = 2kBi − Vi+1 k
24: end if
25: Construct γi as the Fergusson cubic given by G 1 data
{Bi , Ai+1 ; fi , ei+1 }
Figure 5: Several examples. Note that our algorithm reproduces
straight skins where appropriate. The same sequence of circles
with a standard skin (second from bottom) and a generalised
skin (bottom) where the user has the possibility to skip a chosen
circle.

segment where appropriate, i.e., when Bi , Ai and Bi+1 , Ai+1 .
The whole construction is summarised in Algorithm 1.
An important observation here is the fact that all the operations in Algorithm 1 are continuous with respect to the input data. Consequently, the constructed skin depends continuously on the input sequence of circles. More precisely, a
small/infinitesimal change of the input circles (positions and
radii) causes a small/infinitesimal change of the constructed
skin. This is important in modelling and other applications.

If a particular application so requires, we can let all contact
arcs degenerate to points to obtain skins in the usual sense. The
simplest and natural choice is to choose midpoints of contact
arcs. An example is shown in Fig. 6: On the left, we show the
default output of Algorithm 1; on the right, arcs are reduced to
•
contact points by setting Ai = Ui ⌢ Vi = Bi on line 16 of our
algorithm. This brings us to the idea of using weights to specify the contact of the skin with the input circles. These weights
can be specified locally, but for the sake of simplicity, we only
consider a single global weight w. Then, w = 1 gives the default solution with contact arcs (provided that Ui ≺ Vi ), w = 0
yields contact points, and any other value of w ∈ (0, 1) gives
intermediate results by linear angular interpolation between Ui
•
and Ui ⌢ Vi , and similarly for Vi .

4. Examples
In this section, we present several examples of our algorithm applied to various input configurations. To facilitate easy
comparison, we also include some of the data sets used in [4].
In Fig. 5, the second example from the top demonstrates that
our approach outputs straight skins in appropriate scenarios.
The user has the option to control which branch of the skin
is to touch which circle. The example in Fig. 5, second from
bottom, shows six input circles {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 } (ordered
from left). The bottom example uses as input only the sequences {c1 , c2 , c3 , c4 , c6 } and {c6 , c5 , c3 , c2 , c1 }. This is user’s
choice.
4

Figure 7: A skin of a sequence of convex shapes. Outer bitangents used in the computation are also shown.

input convex curves ci preserving the orientation. An example
of this generalisation is presented in Fig. 7.
5.2. Branching
We have so far allowed only a linear sequence of input
shapes. However, this restriction can be easily lifted. In what
follows we also admit more complicated configurations. We
present only some simple examples which illustrate the main
idea.
First, we extend our approach so that a certain circle in the
sequence can be repeated. Consider e.g. a system consisting of
five circles c1 , . . . , c5 ; see Fig. 8. Then we can construct the
standard skin as the union B(c1 , c2 , . . . , c5 ) ∪ B(c5 , c4 . . . , c1 ),
see Fig. 8 (top), or the skin as the union B(c1 , c2 , . . . , c5 , c1 , c2 )∪
B(c5 , c4 . . . , c1 , c5 , c4 ), see Fig. 8 (bottom).
Furthermore, consider another system of six circles
c1 , . . . , c6 in Fig. 9. We can again construct the standard skin as the union B(c1 , c2 , . . . , c6 ) ∪ B(c6 , c5 . . . , c1 ),
see Fig. 9 (top), or a branched skin understood as the
union B(c1 , c2 , c3 , c6 , c5 , c4 , c3 , c2 , c1 ) ∪ B(c3 , c4 , c5 , c6 , c3 , c4 ),
see Fig. 9 (bottom). Skins consisting of more than two branches
are also possible.
The aforementioned approach offers enough flexibility for
modelling purposes as the user can simply control the shape
(and type) of the skin by prescribing different ordered systems
of circles, as shown above. Note that Algorithm 1 does not
require any modification. In addition, we are now able to describe simple skins by one branch only; e.g. the skins in Fig. 5
can be considered as S(C) = B(c1 , c2 , . . . , c5 , c6 , c5 , . . . , c2 , c1 ).
Finally, we emphasise that branched skins can be easily constructed also for systems of arbitrary convex shapes (see
Fig. 10) using the approach introduced in Section 5.1.

Figure 6: A skin with touching arcs (left, w = 1) and touching
points (right, w = 0).

5. Extensions
Due to the simplicity of our skinning algorithm, we can generalise it to cover also other input shapes both in the plane and
3D space.
5.1. Convex planar shapes
Inspecting our algorithm more closely, we see that most of
the steps can be used unchanged also for a broader class of
shapes than circles. Hence, in this section we generalise the
presented approach to an admissible sequence C of closed convex parametric curves c1 , . . . , cn in the plane (and associated
planar domains di determined by the boundaries ci ) fulfilling
conditions (1). Again, we assume that when travelling along ci
in the direction given by its parametrisation, its interior lies to
the left.
Analogously to the circle case, the relation X ≺c Y is related
c denotes
to the direction of the parameter along c, the symbol XY
the oriented arc on c delimited by the points X, Y such that X ≺c
•
Y, and Z = X ⌢c Y is given by the property that X ≺c Z ≺c Y
•
and kX − Zk = kZ − Yk. Introducing ⌢c in this way is not only
a direct generalisation of the definition of the midpoint on a
circular arc but it also ensures C 1 continuity of the skin branch
at that point; cf. the magnitudes of the tangent vectors in (3).
In Algorithm 1, line 1, we need to construct outer right bitangents ti of the convex curves ci , ci+1 . For this, one can use
e.g. the method of [24, 25] for processing bitangents between
ci , ci+1 with the touching points Pi ∈ ci and Qi+1 ∈ ci+1 . The remaining steps of Algorithm 1 do not require any modification.
We emphasise that all steps in the construction, and thus also
the result, are independent of the input parametrisation of the

5.3. Spheres in 3D space
Following the approach of [4], we can extend our algorithm
to 3D space and construct a skin of an admissible sequence of
spheres Σ = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S n } satisfying analogous conditions as
the circles in (1), disks are simply replaced by balls. We want
to construct a G1 skin S(Σ) of Σ as a G1 spline surface
S(Σ) = ν1 Γ2 ∆2 . . . ∆n−1 Γn µn ,
5

(4)

Figure 9: A simple and a branched skin constructed for the
same input system of circles (up to connectivity).
Figure 8: Two examples of possible skins for the same input
configuration of circles (up to connectivity).

canal surfaces for constructing skins between spheres enables
one to apply many existing techniques such as offsetting, distance computation, computation of perspective and parallel silhouettes, computing intersections, computing isophotes – see
e.g. [28–30].
In analogy to the construction of branched skins in the
plane, we can also consider branching in 3D and construct
branched skins of systems of spheres. However, this construction is more complicated than in the planar case. Two types
of situations can arise. Either, branching occurs on a particular
sphere. In this case, the skin consists of branches of type (4)
and parts of spheres; see Fig. 13. Or, a blend between more
than two spheres is needed. This is beyond the scope of this paper. We only recall that the method from [15] can be employed

where µi , νi are the (nonintersecting, possibly touching) contact
circles on each sphere S i , ∆i is the difference of S i and the
spherical caps determined by the circles µi , νi . Γi is a surface
joining smoothly S i−1 along νi−1 with S i along µi (e.g. parts of
canal or ringed blending surfaces).
For determining the contact circles µi , νi on each sphere S i
we use the method of [4] which transforms this to a planar problem. Let us briefly recall it. Consider the spheres S i−1 , S i ,
S i+1 and intersect them with the plane Πi given by their centres. If the centres are collinear, we choose Πi as any plane
from the pencil. Intersecting the spheres with the plane Πi , we
obtain three circles. Applying the approach from Section 3 we
can construct the points A±i , B±i on the middle circle (± corresponds to the left and right branch of the skin, respectively).
There exist unique planes Φi , Ψi passing through the points
A+i , B−i and A−i , B+i , respectively, and perpendicular to Πi . Finally, µi = S i ∩ Φi and νi = S i ∩ Ψi .
For constructing the blends Γi between input data
{S i−1 , νi−1 ; S i , µi } one can use any of the well-established blending methods; for overview of several blending techniques see
e.g. [1, 15, 26] and the references therein. In our constructions, we have used the algorithm of [27], which uses rational
contour curves of canal surfaces guaranteeing not only the rationality of the resulting blends but also the rationality of their
offsets. Fig. 11 illustrates our 3D skinning technique. Fig. 12
shows the output of our skinning algorithm in 3D for another
configuration of spheres. We would like to stress out that using

Figure 10: A branched skin of a system of convex shapes. Outer
bitangents used in the computation are also shown.
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Figure 11: The main principle of the skinning algorithm in 3D is illustrated on three spheres S 1 , S 2 , S 3 . The skin consists of two
canal surfaces Γ1 , Γ2 (yellow) blending two touching cones (green) along the end circles ν1 , µ2 and ν2 , µ3 (black), respectively, and
the spherical part ∆2 ⊂ S 2 (blue).

• Using our approach, it is easy to compute offsets of constructed skins which, when necessary, can be expressed
in NURBS form: it is enough to use Pythagoreanhodograph interpolants.
Inspecting our skin algorithm, we see that the skin is fully
determined once the points or arcs of contact have been found.
These are determined by the outer bitangents of the input circles. Conditions (i) and (ii) in (1) guarantee that these bitangents can always be obtained. Therefore, we can conclude that
a skin exists for all admissible configurations of circles.
We now discuss our admissibility conditions (1) in more
detail. These condition were carefully designed and generalise
those of existing methods in several ways:
• We allow our input to branch, whereas traditional techniques are limited to a linear sequence of input shapes.

Figure 13: A branched skin of a system of spheres in 3D.
Branching occurs on the central sphere.

• We support arbitrary convex shapes, which is in contrast
with standard algorithms where only circles and spheres
are allowed.

and blends of canal surfaces from polyhedral medial transform
representations used; see Fig. 14 in which the red surface is the
envelope of a suitable two-parametric system of spheres.

• Regarding our conditions (i) and (ii): Note that (i) cannot
be lifted as it would automatically lead to nested shapes
and inevitably to self-intersections in the resulting skins.
In the case of (ii), we emphasise that we allow the user to
skip a shape on one of its branches (see Fig. 5), thus effectively lifting any restrictions adopted in existing techniques.

6. Discussion
We first address the relation of our skinning method to
known algorithms available in the literature and emphasise the
novelty of our approach.
• Our approach requires only simple primitives to perform
skinning, whereas other methods often require understanding of several advanced areas such as algebraic and
differential topology, convex geometry. The implementation of our method is therefore very simple and accessible.

Self-intersections of skins and unwanted intersections of
skins with the input shapes are important issues. In the case
of circles, there are several possible approaches to avoid selfintersections in our results. Once a cubic interpolant γ has been
constructed, one can check that γ does not intersect its two adjacent circles apart from the touching points. This, however,
leads to a quartic equation and gives only a posteriori information. An alternative modification could make use of the convex

• Existing methods work solely for discs/balls. We work
with more general convex shapes.
7

Figure 12: A skin of a sequence of given spheres in 3D. The skin consists of parts of canal surfaces (yellow), touching the spheres
along the end circles (black), and spherical parts (blue).

hull of γ, considered as a cubic Bézier curve. Its two endpoints
can be moved along their respective circles to ensure that the
control polygon gives a C-shaped γ. This can be achieved by
simultaneously modifying the weights (Section 4) corresponding to the touching points until a C-shaped control polygon is
obtained; see Fig. 15.
The other challenge has to do with the fact that in 3D, the
medial axis (surface) transform is, in general, a two-parametric
object. Thus, even branched skins of spheres do not guarantee
full modelling flexibility (contrary to the planar case). Therefore, one would need to allow two-parametric branched systems
(in a discrete sense) of spheres as input to achieve full generality.
Finally, note that we worked with G1 contact only. However, by employing e.g. quintic splines as interpolants, our
method can be extended to higher-order smoothness.

Figure 14: A four-way branched skin of a system of spheres in
3D.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we studied the operation of skinning on a sequence of planar and also spatial shapes. We started with circles (which are the most used input shapes for skinning) and
designed a simple algorithm producing naturally looking skins.
This was achieved by allowing the skin to touch the input circles along circular arcs.
The algorithm was formulated intentionally so that it does
not rely on properties and methods which are special only for
circles and thus it can be used also for other planar convex
shapes. Further, we discussed more problematic configurations
when the skin touches a certain circle more than once. This
led to a generalisation with branched skins. We also shortly
addressed simple and branched sphere skinning in 3D. Nevertheless, branched sphere skinning needs additional modelling
techniques based on envelopes of two-parametric systems of
spheres and canal blends if input connectivity is to be respected.
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